
Current Average Household Net Worth, as of 2019
(in 2020 Dollars)

Estimate Average
Black Household

$144,080

Estimate Average
White Household

$992,610

Estimate Average
Indigenous Household

$76,122

Average Household Net Worth Above or Below Parity, as of 2019
(in 2020 Dollars)

Estimate Average
Black Household

Estimate Average
White Household

Estimate Average
Indigenous Household

+ $162,609

- $699,658 - $753,879

$830,001 Estimated Average if all at Parity

If parity (equal distribution) existed, Black, white, and

Indigenous households would each have, on

average, $830,001 of accumulated wealth  in 2019.  

White households hold, on average, $162,609 more

than parity and Black & Indigenous households

hold, on average, $699,658 & $753,879 less.

Today, 16% of average white household wealth

exceeds parity levels.
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Over the last half of a century, the average wealth

held by individual white households has grown

exponentially, while the average wealth of Black and

Indigenous households have experienced much more

modest growth followed by modest decline in the last

15 years. 

Average Household Net Worth Over Time
(in 2020 Dollars)

White Black Indigenous Average

America's Racial Wealth Gap

Wide and growing disparity persists across racial

populations.  As of 2019, on average, white

households hold $845,830 and $916,489 more

than Black & Indigenous households

respectively. 

RESTORATIVE ACTIONS
 Surrendering wealth for mutual well being

www.restorativeactions.org
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Aggregated White Household Wealth Exceeding Parity (trillions)

$13.8 Trillion

$9.5 Trillion

$3.8 Trillion

<$0.7 Trillion

Across the nearly 85 million white households in

America, the aggregated wealth accumulated

above parity has grown to just under $14 trillion.  

This racial wealth gap has over tripled in the

last 30 years and is expected to grow

exponentially in the future.

Economic Justice Is Racial Justice

Surrendering their proportionate share of the wealth gap, 16% of individual wealth that is held, contributes to

economic justice.  Restorative action is an economic justice initiative that allows U.S. Americans who benefit

from institutional racism, to provide credible witness for justice by surrendering ill-gotten gains (wealth

above parity) toward the establishment of just relationships with Afro-American & Indigenous communities.

Total White Household Wealth

Projected Wealth if at Parity

Sources
HH-2 Census reports - https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/families/households.html

World Population Review - https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/native-american-population

Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) - https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/scf/dataviz/scf/table/

National Indian Council on Aging - https://www.nicoa.org/

Mariko Chang Pyle, Lifting as We Climb: Women of Color, Wealth, and America’s Future; Insight Center for Community Economic Development, Spring 2010

Urban Institute - https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/racial-wealth-gap-was-wide-1963-and-it-remains-large-today 

Official Data - https://www.officialdata.org/us/stocks/s-p-500/1960

$830,000

average - or mean, which is calculated by dividing the sum of values by the number of values

median - a value lying at the midpoint of a frequency of values

parity - the state or condition of being equal

There is a similar relationship and relative gap in household wealth whether it is calculated in average or median.

Definitions

www.restorativeactions.org


